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crystalline precursors, which are
usually MAX phases.[18] MAX phases
are chemically denoted by Mn+1AXn (n
= 1 to 4), for which the M-X layers
found in MXenes are sandwiched by
layers of A-group elements (mostly
group 13-16 of the periodic table).[21]
MXenes are synthesized by selectively
removing/etching
these
A-group
element layers. Upon the removal of
these A layers, surface terminations (Tx)
occupy the bonding sites on M layers
previously bonded to the A-group
elements.[28]
MXenes are excellent candidates for a
range of applications (Figure 1a),
including energy storage, [6] transparent
31]
electronics,[30,
sensors,[32]
electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding,[33, 34] and
catalysis.[35] These applications involve MXenes as
flexible and thin films,[31] MXenes as anchors in hybrid
materials,[36] embedded in matrix materials,[25, 37] or even
as wearable fabrics.[38] In almost all these applications,
fundamental understanding of the mechanical and
tribological properties of MXenes is necessary (Figure
1b). The mechanical properties are vital to MXenes’
applications in energy storage and catalysis, as MXenes
in electrodes can act as active materials, conductive
additives, strong binders, and current collectors, which
can control the structure of the electrode and withstand
expansion and contraction during charge and discharge
cycles.[6, 39] Additionally, the rise of flexible and wearable
devices [31, 38, 40] necessitates mechanical characterization
of MXene to withstand the required mechanical forces
while maintaining the flexibility for these applications.
Similarly, the potential applications of MXenes in
triboelectric nanogenerators for energy storage and
wearable electronics requires the characterization of
MXenes’ tribological properties.[41] More recently,
MXenes have been used as reinforcement phases in
composite materials.[42] The relevance of the mechanical
and tribological properties in various applications is
illustrated in Figure 1b. The rationale and support for this
figure is summarized in Figures S1and S2 and discussed
further in the Supporting Information.
Despite well over 3000 publications to date on
MXenes since their discovery,[43] only 4.9% of

2D transition metal carbides, nitrides, and carbonitrides, known as MXenes,
were discovered in 2011 and have grown to prominence in energy storage,
catalysis, electromagnetic interference shielding, wireless communications,
electronic, sensors, environmental and biomedical applications. In addition to
their high electrical conductivity and electrochemically active behavior,
MXenes’ mechanical properties, flexibility, and strong adhesion properties
play a crucial role in almost all of these growing applications. Although these
properties prove to be critical in MXenes’ impressive performance, the
mechanical and tribological understanding of MXenes, as well as their
relation to the synthesis process, is yet to be fully explored. In this
perspective, a fundamental overview of MXenes’ mechanical and tribological
properties is provided and the effects of MXenes’ compositions, synthesis,
and processing steps on these properties are discussed. Additionally, we
provide a critical perspective of the compositional control of MXenes for
innovative structural, low-friction, and low-wear performance in current and
upcoming applications of MXenes. This perspective establishes that the
fundamental understanding of MXenes’ mechanical and tribological behavior
is essential for their quickly growing applications.

1. Introduction
With the exponential expansion of twodimensional (2D) materials since 2004, these
nanomaterials have gained notable attention in many
applications including energy storage,[1] catalysis,[8]
flexible electronics,[9] and triboelectric nanogenerators.[12]
MXenes, discovered in 2011, are a few-atom thick
layered 2D transition metal carbides, nitrides, and
carbonitrides.[13] MXene single flakes are denoted with
the chemical formula Mn+1XnTx (n = 1 to 4), which
describes alternating layers of transition metals (M:
groups 3 – 6 of the periodic table) interleaved with layers
of carbon/nitrogen (X) with bonded terminations (Tx: -O2,
-F2, -(OH)2, -Cl2 or their combinations) on the exterior
transition metal surface.[6, 14, 15] MXenes’ crystal
structures and chemical formula are derived from their 3D
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Figure 1. Main applications of MXenes and the importance of the mechanical and tribological properties to those applications. (a) Through a systematic
analysis of all current publications on MXenes (up to August 2020), only 4.9% of publications focus on either the mechanical or tribological properties of
MXenes. (b) The scale of the importance of the mechanical or tribological properties of MXenes in each application category. Detailed analysis of the
importance of both mechanical and tribology properties to each application is described in the Supporting Information. (c) The total number of publications
to date on mechanical characterization of MXenes in film or single flake forms as well as MXenes in different matrices (MXene composites). Predicted
publications in 2020 based on publications up to August of 2020 are shown in non-shaded markers. (d) The total tribological publications to date, where the
categories are defined by solid lubricants, lubricant additives, and composites. Solid lubricants consider the use of MXene layers on the surface of a substrate
material under dry conditions, while lubricant additives involve MXenes dispersed in oil or water. Composites denotes the use of MXenes in different matrices
to improve the resulting friction and wear performance. Predicted publications in 2020 based on publications up to August of 2020 are shown in non-shaded
markers.

publications have studied their mechanical and
tribological properties and their applications as
reinforcement materials in composites, as shown in
Figure 1a. Only two experimental studies on the
mechanical stiffness and strength of MXene single flakes
have been published on Ti3C2Tx [16] and Nb4C3Tx.[19] In
addition, only one experimental study on the adhesion
properties exist on Ti2CTx and Ti3C2Tx MXenes in
suspended layers of single flakes.[44] The total number of
publications per year on the mechanical and tribological
properties of MXenes and their composites are
highlighted in Figures 1c and d, respectively, which show
the rapid growth of this field. Additionally, MXenes are a
highly expansive family of nanomaterials, as there are
well over 70 possible compositions of mono-transition
metal MXenes and limitless double-transition metal
MXenes in form of ordered and solid solutions.[45]
MXenes’ inherent ability to tune properties through use
of different transition metal(s), carbon/nitrogen, and
surface functionalities is unique to the field of 2D
nanomaterials. The significant potential of the atomistic
design of MXenes in mechanical and tribological
applications requires fundamental understanding of the
effects induced by MXenes’ composition and synthesis
route.
In this perspective, we first survey the effect of
the synthesis route on MXenes’ structure, which includes
the effects of composition in the MAX precursor, the
combination of M-X elements, the synthesis route, and

the desired form of MXenes (powder, clay, or single
flakes). Next, we predict trends in the mechanical
behavior of various compositions of MXenes based on
relevant binary carbide literature and analyze the existing
literature on the effect of composition and synthesis on
the mechanical properties of MXenes. We then provide
an in-depth perspective analysis of the state of
experimental and predictive literature on MXenes’
tribological performance as a (solid lubricant, lubricant
additive and reinforcement phase). Lastly, we survey
recent advances in MXenes to provide outlook for
MXenes’ future as a mechanical and tribological
nanomaterial. This perspective study will provide a
framework to analyze which compositions or forms of
MXenes may be best in different applications to achieve
desired mechanical and tribological properties.
2. Effect of MXene Synthesis on MXenes’ Structure
Overall, MXenes’ synthesis depends greatly on
their MAX precursor. The M, A, and X composition of
the MAX precursor is considered to be the key parameters
which influences the ability and methods available to
synthesize MXenes. The M-A bonds in MAX are metallic
in nature,[13] but are predicted to be 3 - 4 times less stiff
than the mixed ionic/covalent M-X bonds.[46] The metallic
M-A bonds imply that MAX phases cannot be broken
through traditional mechanical exfoliation, similar as
graphite to graphene.[47] However, the use of top-down
selective etching can break the weaker M-A bonds by the
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Figure 2. The HF-based synthesis of MXene from their MAX precursor and its effects on as well as various forms of MXene. (a) A schematic representation
of MAX structures from n = 1 - 4 and their etched MXene structures with transition metals, carbon/nitrogen, the majority of A-group elements, and surface
terminations. The solid gradient represents the compositions currently known in synthesized MXenes. The horizontal bars for Mn imply that Mn is only known
in MAX precursors and has not yet been synthesized to MXene. (b-d) An increasing concentration of HF etchant is shown to increase the number of M
vacancies in Ti3C2Tx MXenes. Adapted with permission. [37] 2016, American Chemical Society. Red circles represent single M vacancies and blue circles indicate
M vacancy clusters. The defect concentration is plotted in (d).[5, 6] (e) The composition of surface terminations is tunable by etchant, for which lower HF
concentration made by in situ reaction of LiF and HCl result in higher -O2 terminations as compared to higher -F2 terminations for direct 48 % HF etching [11].
(f) HF used to etch MAX phases results in removed A layers from MAX to form exfoliated MXene particles. Reproduced with permission. [17] John Wiley &
Sons, 2013. (g) The use of intercalant ions/molecules can delaminate MXenes into monolayers with lateral dimensions up to 10 µm. Reproduced with
permission. [20] John Wiley & Sons, 2020.

removal of A-group elements and derive MXene from
MAX. [13, 48] The parameters of this top-down selective
etching process will affect the structure of MXene, which
will majorly impact their resulting mechanical and
tribological properties. A schematic representation of
possible MAX structures and their etched MXene
structures,[49] as well as the possibilities for transition
metals,[14, 50, 51] carbon/nitrogen, majority of A-group
elements in MAX phases,[21] and surface terminations of
MXenes are shown in Figure 2a.
The process conditions for MXenes’ selective
etching are defined by etchant type, etchant
concentration, etching temperature and duration, as well
as environment. The combination of these parameters
control MXenes’ defects and surface terminations. In
general, harsher conditions can create more defects.[5] The
choice of the respective etching conditions depends on the
type of the MAX precursor. Firstly, the A-group element
in the MAX precursor affects what chemical etchants can
be used for their successful exfoliation into MXenes, such
as acid etching for A-group elements Al [13] and Si [52] or
molten salt etching for A-group elements such as Al, Si,
Ga and Zn.[53-55] Secondly, the energy required to exfoliate
MAX to MXene decreases with a higher degree of

reactivity (left-most side of the periodic table) of the
transition metal in contact with A-group elements.[46]
Therefore, MAX-phases with transition metals such as
Cr, Mo, and W bonded to A-group elements necessitate
harsher etching conditions for their successful exfoliation
to MXene as compared to Ti, Zr, and Hf. In general, the
use of harsher etching conditions tends to have an
increased number of atomic vacancies.[5] This means that
the A-group element in a MAX phase will affect the
defect concentrations in two main ways. First, the Agroup element in the MAX precursor will determine the
chemical etchants which can be used to exfoliate MAX
into MXene. Second, A-group elements having a
significantly lower M-A bond energy than M-X and M-M
(in Ti3AlC2, the M-X (Ti-C) is up to ~2.2 eV higher than
the M-A (Ti-Al) bond energy) are more likely to have a
lower concentration of defects than those with closer bond
energies (such as Ti3GeC2 which has a difference of ~1.6
eV between the M-X (Ti-C) and M-A (Ti-Ge) bond
energies).[46] In addition, the bond energy of M-C is
generally higher than the bond energy of M-N for most
transition metals (excluding Sc and Y).[56] This suggests
that exfoliated transition metal carbide MXenes tend to
have a lower concentration of atomic vacancies due to
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selective etching than their nitride MXene counterparts.
sonication.[60] The delamination process affects the
This is in agreement with previous studies, which identify
number of defects and flake size, which, in turn, change
the difficulty of the successful synthesis of Ti4N3Tx
MXenes’ properties. Delamination methods, which use
MXene via traditional aqueous etching.[54]
positively charged ions, such as Li+ from the LiF/HCl
Ti3C2Tx MXene has been successfully
exfoliation [38] or Li+ ions added after HF exfoliation
synthesized via two main synthesis routes: aqueous
through the dissolution of Li-containing salts such as
hydrofluoric acid (HF) etchants [18, 48, 57] and Lewis acidic
LiCl,[34] have led to larger lateral flake sizes (3 - 12 µm)
[53]
molten salt etchants.
While research is yet to
with a lower defect density.[27, 61] Other methods require
investigate the effect of molten salt etching on the atomic
larger intercalation molecules such as DMSO, TBAOH,
defects in synthesized MXenes, it is known that the use of
and TMAOH with prolonged mixing and sonication
harshly acidic HF creates atomic vacancies in the
times, which typically result in smaller flake sizes (<1
synthesized MXenes.[5] HF etching of MXene has used
µm) with a notable increased defect density.[18, 61, 62]
HF concentrations between 5 to 48% either by the direct
use of HF,[18, 57] or in-situ formed HF when utilizing
3. Mechanical Behavior of MXenes
lithium fluoride and hydrochloric acid (LiF/HCl) in molar
The mechanical properties of MXenes are
ratios of LiF to MAX ranging from 5:1 to 12:1.[48]
fundamental for their efficient use in nearly all
Increased HF concentrations tend to create higher
applications, (Figure 1b) but are yet to be fully explored
concentrations of transition metal defects, (Figure 2b-d)
and understood. MXenes’ specific combination of the Mand smaller flake sizes.[5, 18] However, to date, only
X elements (M-C or M-N), surface terminations (M-O,
concentrated HF has been used to synthesize non-titanium
M-OH, M-F, or M-Cl), and structure determines their
MXenes, while concentrations varied from 5% HF for
mechanical properties.[63, 64] Currently, density functional
[34]
Ti2AlC to Ti2CTx
to 50% HF for Mo2TiAlC2 to
theory (DFT) and molecular dynamics (MD) studies have
Mo2TiC2Tx.[34] The composition of the surface
been conducted on a significant array of MXenes,[2, 3, 4, 10,
29, 63-65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70]
terminations on MXene highly depends on the etching
but these studies still only represent a
route, while higher HF concentrations result in more –F
limited range of predictions as compared to the near
terminations as compared to –O or –OH terminations, as
limitless number of compositions.[49] This highlights the
illustrated in Figure 2e.[11] Generally, the composition of
necessity for essential principles to guide the
the surface termination also depends on the type of M as
understanding of MXenes’ mechanical behavior. In this
well as M vacancies in MXenes, as Mo2CTx is shown to
section, we focus on the underlying behavior of M-X and
have a large amount of -O2 terminations, while Mo1.33CTx
M-Tx interactions in the structures of MXene. After
has more -F2 terminations.[58]
discussing this behavior, we combine this analysis with
After selectively removing the A-group elements
the existing knowledge of predictions and experiments
from the MAX phase, MXenes can be used as a powder,
regarding the mechanical properties of MXene to
in which MXene multi-layers are held together in a
recommend future directions on studies of the mechanical
particle form as shown in Figure 2f.[17] However, MXene
performance of MXenes.
multi-layer powder can be further spaced apart with the
At their most fundamental level, MXenes owe
use of intercalants such as Li+, Na+, water, or organic
their mechanical behavior to the specific combination of
molecules.[28, 59] The behavior of MXene powders changes
M and X elements. While there are limited studies on
with the use of intercalants and works similar to clay.[48]
MXenes’ mechanical properties, the wealth of literature
For instance, the use of LiF/HCl etching of Ti3AlC2 to
on 3D crystalline binary transition metal carbides/nitrides
[71]
Ti3C2Tx is shown to greatly increase the interlayer
can guide us in understanding the properties of
distances after etching by up to 7 Å as indicated by X-ray
MXene. Since C and N occupy similar octahedral,
diffraction (XRD).[48] Ti3C2Tx clay synthesized by
interstitial sites in MAX and MXenes [15, 21, 72, 73] and the
LiF/HCl method is highly moldable, and can be rolled to
(00ℓ)-planes in their hexagonal close-packed structure are
form films with a high tensile strength up to 568 ± 24 MPa
similarly packed as the (111)-planes of the M-X rock-salt
and conductivity as high as 15,100 S·cm-1,[27] which is
structures, our literature search first focused on 3D
impressive for one-step rolled films consisting of 2D
crystalline binary carbides and nitrides to bridge the
nanosheets.
current research gap in the understanding of the bonding
Further use of intercalants can delaminate
strength of all possible M-X combinations.
MXenes into few- to single-flakes, as shown in Figure 2g,
In general, the bonding of transition metals to
using Li-containing salts (LiF, LiCl) or organic molecules
carbon
or
nitrogen is a mixture of ionic, covalent, and
[74]
such
as
dimethyl
sulfoxide
(DMSO),[18]
metallic
bonding
and is owed to d and s electron
[18]
tetramethylammonium
hydroxide
(TMAOH),
orbitals
of
the
transition
metals [75], and the p-orbitals of
[18]
[56]
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH),
or
C/N.
The ionic bonding between donated electrons
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from M to X is theorized to act in tandem with the
through the comparison of the elastic moduli of 3D
covalent bonding to form the primary bonds in the M-X
crystalline binary transition metal carbides and
[76]
structure.
Covalent bonding in transition metal
nitrides.[82] Specifically, at 637 GPa, the elastic modulus
carbides and nitrides is a mix of σ and π bonds, which
of TiN binary 3D phase is 1.4 times that of TiC, at 460
depend on the geometry of the transition metal
GPa,[83] while our analysis predicts the bond stiffness of
[73, 77]
carbide/nitride crystal structure.
The effects of X-X
Ti-N to be 1.2 times that of Ti-C. The increased stiffness
bonding are nearly negligible in the overall structure, as
of M-N over M-C bonds in earlier 3d-block transition
large distances between X-X result in considerable weak
metals and earlier group transition metals of the 4d and 5d
[74]
interactions, which has been observed experimentally
blocks can be attributed to the additional available
in the preferential evolution of methane gas during
electron for bonding in nitrogen to the d-orbitals of the
MXenes’ hydrolysis.[78] The metallic bonding between
transition metal as compared to carbon.[84] The bond
the transition metals occurs via d-orbitals, which are not
energy and stiffness of M-C and M-N are summarized in
shared with carbon or nitrogen.[73] However, this metallic
Table S3. Additionally, the equation used to calculate
bonding between M-M contributes less to the lattice bond
bond stiffness is shown in Eq. S1.
energy than M-X bonds.[74] In a reference frame of a
After establishing our bond stiffness predictions
singular octahedra M6X structure (using X as the center
for various M-X pairs, we compared these predictions to
atom), four of six of the inward-facing d-orbitals of M
the existing theoretical simulations of the 2D stiffness of
interact directly with X, while only two are antibonding
bare MXenes (without surface terminations) [4, 29, 64, 65, 66]
[73]
orbitals and solely interact with other transition metals.
(Figure 3b and c) and terminated MXenes (Figure 3d). To
Additionally, the effect of carbon/nitrogen deficiencies
date, the mechanical properties of M2X MXenes are the
increases the effect of the metallic bonding and decreases
most investigated ones across a wider range of transition
the effect of ionic/covalent M-X bonding in the overall
metals and carbon/nitrogen,[3, 4, 63, 64, 65, 67] which allowed
lattice bond energy.[73, 79]
us to best compare our wide range of M-X bond
More specifically, the strength between M-X
combinations to currently published results. It is
bonds can be characterized through the bond stiffness,
important to note that the 3D bulk elastic modulus of
which is derived from the bond energy and the M-X bond
MXene (Figure 3e) is a different notation of mechanical
length. The bond stiffness can be used as a relation to the
stiffness than that of the 2D in-plane stiffness (Figure 3d),
theoretical mechanical properties, such as Young’s
but is relatable by the monolayer thickness.[2, 3, 4] In
modulus.[80] We approximated the M-X bond length by
general, an increasing monolayer thickness decreases the
using the length of a single covalent σ-bond between M
3D bulk elastic modulus. Specifically, while surface
and X.[81] Our approximation of the bond length between
terminated MXenes are predicted to have a comparable
M and X based on single covalent bonds distance was
2D stiffness to bare MXenes,[70, 85] surface terminations
verified when we compared this bond length to the bond
have been predicted to decrease the elastic modulus as
distance of M-X in binary carbides and theoretical studies
compared to bare MXenes. This decrease in the elastic
on MXenes in Table S1 and S2 (Supporting Information).
modulus is not based on fundamental changes in M-X
Our analysis illustrated in Figure 3a indicates that the
interactions but is related due to an increased monolayer
bond stiffness between M-C tends to increase with an
thickness due to existing surface terminations. Therefore,
increasing group number of M used in transition metal
our approach focused on the 2D stiffness, as this analysis
carbides. Furthermore, the bond stiffness of M-C tends to
assists us in the identification of the effects of changing
increase as the d-block order increases. Ti, Mo, and W
chemistry and compositions on the fundamental M-X
tend to have the highest stiffness in M-C bonds in the 3d,
structure of MXenes. The monolayer thicknesses of
4d, and 5d transition metal blocks of MXenes,
M2CTx and M2NTx are shown in Table S4 and S5,
respectively. In 3d-block, Mn-C has a higher bond
respectively. The equation used to relate the 3D elastic
stiffness between M-C than Ti-C, however, Mn-C has
modulus and the 2D stiffness is shown in Eq. S2. The
only been synthesized in MAX phases and Mn-containing
average 2D stiffnesses displayed in Figure 3d are shown
[50]
MXenes have not been made yet.
in Table S6 and S7 for M2CTx and M2NTx, respectively.
In contrast, the bond stiffness between M-N
Our systematic analysis of the bond strength
bonds is slightly more complex than that of M-C bonds.
between studies on binary transition metal carbides and
In general, the M-N bond stiffness is maximized in the 3d
nitrides provides insights into the likely mechanical
block of transition metals. Additionally, these results
properties’ trend of different M and X compositions of
indicate that Ti-N is likely to be the stiffest bond of all MMXenes. However, in all binary transition metal carbides
X pairs in MXenes. The tendency for M-N to have
and nitrides, the presence of C/N vacancies (lower
enhanced mechanical properties than M-C in bulk form
concentration of X to M) tends to lower the mechanical
for the 3d-block of transition metals can be confirmed
properties of the bulk form.[82] Since MXenes are a few-
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Figure 3. Theoretical and experimental mechanical behavior of MXenes. (a) Calculated bond stiffness between M-X for all early transition metals in an example
rock-salt structure, for which orange diamonds represent M-C and blue circles represent M-N. (b) Average of all predictions on the mechanical stiffness of
bare M2X MXenes to date, related by monolayer thickness [2, 3, 4]. Bars represent average deviation of all predictions from the mean. (c) 2D stiffness and elastic
modulus of Tin+1Xn (X = C, N) MXene, which illustrate the effect of increasing flake thickness (n) on MXenes’ mechanical stiffness. (d) Predictions on the
mechanical 2D stiffness for terminated M2XTx MXenes for different surface terminations including -O2, -F2, -(OH)2, and -Cl2. (e) Prediction of the elastic modulus
of terminated MXenes, which illustrates the effect of increased monolayer thickness due the surface terminations on the stiffness trends in MXene. (f) Effect
of Ti and C vacancies on the 3D elastic modulus of Ti3C2O2 MXene.[10] (g) The experimental elastic moduli for Ti3C2Tx [16] and Nb4C3Tx [19] MXenes as compared
to other 2D nanomaterials. Adapted with permission [19]. Elsevier, 2019. (h) The averaged tensile strength of experimental tensile tests on Ti3C2Tx MXene films
with polymer composites (>80 wt.% Ti3C2Tx) [22, 23] or stacked Ti3C2Tx MXene films.[22, 24-26, 27] Bars represent the standard deviation amongst all reported data,
and data is further reported in Table S10. (i) Double transition metal MXenes with outer layers of Mo or W and interior layers of M = Ti, Zr, or Hf are stronger
than their mono-M M3X2O2 (M = Ti, Zr, Hf) counterparts. Adapted with permission [29]. Royal Society of Chemistry, 2018.

atom-thick flakes 2D material, they have two exterior
atomic layers of transition metals which are not bonded to
C or N at the surface.[6] Therefore, we must consider the
effects of these outer layer transition metals with regards
to their mechanical behavior. In binary carbides and
nitrides, C/N deficiencies result in decreased M-X
bonding and increased M-M bonding in the M-X
structure, which decreases the overall bond strength of the
lattice structure,[73] and further reduces the resulting
mechanical stiffness as compared to structures without
C/N deficiencies.[79, 82, 86]

Due to the likely effect of increased M-M
interactions at the surface layer of MXenes, we expect the
mechanical properties of MXenes will be lower than that
of binary transition metal carbides and nitrides. This
theory is supported by the stiffness predictions of Tin+1Cn
MXenes shown in Figure 3c, which show that an
increasing MXene flake thickness result in increased 2D
stiffnesses.The lower 2D stiffness in Ti2C is due to the
higher surface bonding interactions between Ti-Ti in the
Ti2C structure as compared with Ti3C2 or Ti4C3, which
have more interior layers of Ti-C bonding without the
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effect of surface Ti-Ti bonding. The decreased effect of
strong mixed ionic/covalent M-O bonding reduces the
the M-M surface layer bonding in thicker MXenes can be
contribution of M-M interactions,[89, 92] which serves to
identified through the increase in 2D stiffness of Tin+1Cn
increase the M-X bond strength.[73] However, the mainly
MXene as n increases, with 2D stiffnesses of 112.9 Nm-1,
ionic bonding of M-F, M-Cl, or M-(OH) does not result
258.2 Nm-1, and 323.3 Nm-1 for n = 1, 2, and 3,
in the same decrease in the M-M interactions for the
respectively.[4] This trend can also be seen for Tin+1Nn
Mn+1Xn structure as compared to the M-O bonding. An
MXenes, as the 2D stiffnesses are 118.4 Nm-1, 241.9 Nmexception can be found in -Cl2 terminations on later group
1
, and 353.3 Nm-1 for n = 1, 2, and 3, respectively.[4]
transition metals as a result of covalent bonding due to
Although a recent MD study using a ReaxFF interatomic
longer M-Cl bond lengths comparing to M-F bond lengths
potential has predicted a different trend in 2D stiffnesses,
and an increased ionization energy for rightward
with Ti2CO2 higher than Ti3C2O2 at 604 N·m-1 as
transition metals in the periodic table.[91] This could
-1
[10]
compared to 399 N·m respectively, this could be due
explain the similar mechanical properties of V2CCl2 and
consideration of -O2 surface terminations and and/or
Cr2CCl2 as compared to changes from V2CF2 and Cr2CF2
ReaxFF’s ability to reform broken covalent bonds in the
(Figure 3d).
M-X structure during failure [87], which has not been
In our analysis, we use the 2D stiffness to
accounted for in previous simulations. In general, more
evaluate the effects of M, X, and Tx on the actual bond
studies are needed to fully understand the effect of M-M
characteristics in MXenes’ structure. In structural
bonds, MXene structures, and surface terminations on
applications, the 3D elastic modulus is necessary to
their 2D stiffness.
characterize the mechanical response of MXenes under
In addition, the significantly lower 2D stiffness of
loading conditions. The 3D elastic modulus is related to
Mo2C (Figure 3b) compared to the predictions for the Mothe 2D stiffness by the monolayer thickness, which adds
C bonds (Figure 3a) can be explained by the increased
an additional variable to the process. Additionally, all
bonding interaction between Mo-Mo in thinner MXenes
calculated 3D elastic modulus values based on the
(n = 1). In Mo-containing MXenes, a change in n from 3
conversion in Eq. S2 are shown in Table S8 and S9 for
to 2 (M4C3 to M3C2) increases the Mo-Mo bond stiffness
M2CTx and M2NTx, respectively. As previously
from 2.57 to 2.71 eV/Å-2, while the Mo-C bond stiffness
explained, an increase in n of Tin+1Xn is shown to increase
decreases from 8.19 to 7.84 eV/Å-2.[46] This affinity
the 2D stiffness. However, the elastic modulus illustrates
towards M-M bonding is seen in transition metals such as
a different trend, as the elastic modulus decreases from
Cr, Mo, and W in previous work investigating metal
604 GPa to 454 GPa, and 479 GPa for n = 1, 2, and 3 in
dimers and binuclear complexes.[88] This may indicate
bare Tin+1Cn, respectively (Figure 3c). The effect of
that carbide MXenes of transition metals Cr, Mo, and W
increased monolayer thicknesses of terminated M2XTx
with increased stiffnesses will be seen in thicker MXene
MXenes [3] on the elastic modulus is further seen in Figure
structures (M4C3), for which the M-M bonding interaction
3e.
decreases. In general, further analysis is necessary to
Experimental studies of the mechanical
determine the potential effects on the mechanical
properties of monolayer MXenes have only been
properties of thicker MXenes.
conducted on Ti3C2Tx [16] and Nb4C3Tx [19] demonstrating
After evaluation the trends of M-X bonding in
a 2D stiffness of 326 ± 29 Nm-1 and 486 ± 18 Nm-1,
MXenes, we next look into the effect of different surface
respectively. These measured 2D stiffness values on
terminations on the mechanical properties of MXenes.[15]
single-flake MXenes agree with our discussion on the
The bond energy of M-Tx tends to be maximized in the
effect of transition metal composition (as shown in Figure
early transition metal groups (group 4), which has been
3a, and b that Ti-C is less stiff than Nb-C), and the
explained as a combination of the propensity towards
increased n of Mn+1Xn from 2 to 3 for Ti3C2Tx and
electron donation from the surface terminations (halides)
Nb4C3Tx, respectively. The lower values from the
to mostly unfilled d-orbitals of the surface early transition
experimental measurements compared to the theoretical
metal groups and an effect of the decreasing difference in
predictions for mechanical stiffness of MXenes (366 Nm1
electronegativity between the surface terminations and
for Ti3C2O2 and 605 Nm-1 for Nb4C3O2 [3]) could be
transition metals in the later transition metal groups
attributed to the presence of vacancies in the synthesized
(groups 5 and 6).[89, 90, 91] In general, -O2 terminations
flakes, as vacancies significantly affect the properties of
result in a higher 2D stiffness of MXene, while -F2, transition metal carbides and nitrides.[82] The elastic
(OH)2, and -Cl2 terminations either result in minor
modulus of Ti3C2O2 MXene for a vacancy concentration
stiffness increases or no effects (Figure 3d). The effect of
of 0% to 10% is illustrated in Figure 3f, which indicates
different surface terminations on the mechanical
the detrimental effect of vacancies on MXenes’
[2, 3, 67, 68, 69]
properties
can be explained by their effect on
mechanical properties.[10] Similarly, the presence of
[70]
the M-X structure. In Mn+1Xn structures, the addition of
vacancies can explain the lower measured maximum
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failure strength of MXenes compared to the predicted
W2M"C3O2 (M" = Ti, Zr, Hf),[29, 97] permits the use of
values. While the failure strength of Ti3C2O2 has been
these transition metals in higher n MXene structures. The
predicted as 15.8% of the elastic modulus in theoretical
use of Mo and W as Mʹ element in MʹM"C3O2 (M" = Ti,
studies,[10] the experimental failure strengths for Ti3C2Tx
Zr, Hf) has been theoretically predicted to result in an
and Nb4C3Tx are only 5.2% and 6.8% of their elastic
increased mechanical strength by an average of 60% and
moduli, respectively.[16, 19] Additionally, synthesized
75% for Mo and W, respectively, over their mono
MXenes have a mixture of surface terminations, instead
transition metal counterparts M3C2O2 (M = Ti, Zr, Hf), as
of uniform -O2 terminations, which can lower MXenes'
shown in Figure 3i.[29]
stiffnesses and strengths.
Similarly, Mo containing thicker MXenes have
Notably, the measured elastic moduli of Ti3C2Tx
been found in experimentally realized solid solution
and Nb4C3Tx illustrates MXenes’ status as the highest
MXenes, such as (Mo,V)4C3Tx [98] and (Mo,V)5C4Tx, [99]
solution-processable nanomaterial to date, compared
but their mechanical properties have not been tested yet.
against common solution-processable 2D nanomaterials
To date, the mechanical properties of carbonitride
such as graphene oxide (GO) and MoS2 and non-solution
Mn+1(C,N)n or solid solution MXenes (Mʹ,Mʺ)n+1Xn have
processable h-BN and graphene (Figure 3g).[19] As
been theoretically investigated in a limited number of
compared to only two studies on the mechanical behavior
studies.[69, 100] It was suggested that by the addition of
of single-flake MXenes, more studies on the mechanical
atoms with higher valence electrons in solid-solutions, the
properties of Ti3C2Tx MXene films have been completed.
moduli can be increased, such as higher elastic constant
In general, the mechanical properties of Ti3C2Tx films are
in Ti0.5V1.5C2O2 compared to Ti2CO2.[69] This type of
shown to be highly dependent on several parameters,
analysis has been conducted by previous investigations
including MXenes’ flake size, their quality, the
into the mechanical properties of mono-transition metal
orientation of individual flakes of Ti3C2Tx, the film
MAX phases.[100, 101] However, a systematic analysis of
thickness, and the fabrication method,[24, 27] as displayed
this type into the wide variety of carbonitride and solid
by the reported data in Figure 3h. The reported values for
solution MXenes is yet to be completed in theoretical
Ti3C2Tx films are summarized in Table S10. For instance,
studies and/or experimental analysis. Similarly, no monoa film made of randomly stacked Ti3C2Tx layers resulted
transition metal MXenes comprised of Sc or Y have been
in tensile strengths as low as 40 MPa,[24] while highly
synthesized to date. However, these transition metals
oriented films, made by blade-coating, can result in
have been used to form in-plane ordered double transition
tensile strengths as high as 568 MPa.[27] The change of
metal MXenes, but these have yet to be mechanically
film fabrication method from blade-coating to filtration
tested experimentally.[102]
[27]
reduced the tensile strength significantly. An example
of a blade-coated Ti3C2Tx films with high tensile strength
4. Tribological Behavior of MXenes
is shown in Figure 3h, which suggests blade-coating can
The wide possible compositions and forms of
be used for fabricating large-scale and high-strength
MXenes coupled with the low shear resistance between
MXene films.[27] Moreover, while Ti3C2Tx MXeneadjacent layers due to weak secondary inter-layer bonding
polymer composite films have shown promise in different
make them particularly promising to be used for
applications such as supercapacitors,[25] addition of
tribological purposes. In this section, we summarize the
polymers has been shown to reduce the mechanical
current understanding of MXenes as lubricant additives
properties of Ti3C2Tx films, which can be due to the lower
(Figure 4a), solid lubrication coatings (Figure 4b), as well
mechanical properties of the polymer, intercalated
as reinforcement phases in composites (Figure 4c).
polymer chains and lack of primary bond formation
Additionally, we address the main challenges and future
between the polymers and Ti3C2Tx.[93] The research area
directions to boost MXenes’ tribological performance,
of polymer-MXene composites requires more in-depth
which are both connected to their tunable structures and
studies to gain knowledge on how to improve the
their M-X and Tx compositions. DFT and MD studies
mechanical properties of MXenes by polymer infiltration.
assessing the tribological properties of MXenes revealed
Future experimental studies on the mechanical
that the frictional properties between different layers
properties of double transition metal MXenes can expand
depend on M-X composition, stoichiometry and surface
the possibilities to use MXenes where structural integrity
terminations.[103-105] For Ti-based MXenes, low sliding
[94]
is necessary. For instance, while Mo2CTx
or in-plane
pathways with coefficients of friction (COFs) of 0.24ordered divacancy MXene W1.33CTx [95] have been
0.27 and 0.10-0.14 were predicted for bare and terminated
synthesized, their thicker (n = 2 to 4) mono-transition
MXenes, respectively.[103] The importance of surface
metal MXenes are not available yet. Out-of-plane ordered
terminations was further confirmed through the
double transition metals, as in experimentally synthesized
assessment of the MXenes’ sliding energy barrier.
Mo2TiC2Tx and Mo2Ti2C3Tx [96] and theoretically stable
MXenes terminated with -O2 illustrated reduced sliding
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Figure 4. Tribological properties of MXenes. (a) Schematic illustration of their use as (a) lubricant additives, (b) solid lubricant coatings and (c) reinforcement
phase in composites. (d-f) Evaluation of the tribological performance of MXenes when used as (d) lubricant additives (data in Table S11), (e) solid lubricants
(data in Table S12) and (d) composites (data in Table S13) in comparison to other state-of-the-art 2D nanomaterials including graphene, graphene oxide
(GO), MoS2 and h-BN. (g) Evolution of the coefficient of friction (COF) of Ti3C2Tx/nanodiamond coating versus sliding distance for normal loads of 1 and 2 N
and cross-sectional profile of the wear track, as well as the characterization of the resulting wear track by (h) white light interferometry, (i) light microscopy
and (j) high-resolution transmission electron microscopy to elucidate the mechanisms of the involved tribo-film formation. Reproduced with permission [7].
Copyright American Chemical Society, 2019.

energy barriers by an order of magnitude compared to its
bare counterpart (0.017 eV for Ti2CO2 versus 0.237 eV
for bare Ti2C), thus approaching energy barrier values of
graphene (0.002 eV).[104] Terminated Ti3C2Tx nanosheets
were also shown to exhibit reduced binding energies
compared to bare (no termination) sheets at the layers’
interface.[105] The calculated values for MXenes point
towards promising frictional, and possibly interesting
wear characteristics, which may help to overcome
important drawbacks of conventional solid lubricants.[106]

MXene multi-layer powders have been used as
lubricant additives in paraffin [107], poly-(alpha)-olefins
[108, 109]
and other base oils [110, 111] to improve their friction
and wear performance. COF reductions of up to 54 % and
a 9-fold wear volume reduction have been verified for
additive-free base oils with MXene concentrations of
about 0.8-1.0 wt.%.[107, 108, 110-112] The worn surfaces were
shown to be much smoother, less abraded and deformed,
which was attributed to the formation of self-lubricating
tribo-films and, therefore, enhanced load-bearing
capacities. Increasing the MXene multi-layer particle
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concentrations beyond the optimum values tend to
of the frictional torque and a 2.1-fold extension of the
increase friction due to potential agglomerations, thus
service life interval thus reaching 750,000 revolutions
lowering the dispersion’s stability/quality and,
were achieved while keeping the frictional torque
consequently, resulting in downgraded tribological
sufficiently low to ensure proper functioning.[118] Figure
[107]
properties.
Similar results regarding the optimum
4e highlights the excellent performance of MXenes’ solid
concentration and wear features were obtained for
lubricant coatings with COFs of about 0.2 and wear rates
MXenes/oxide hybrids, such as Ti3C2Tx/TiO2 [111] and
on the order of 10-7 mm3/Nm, which is comparable to the
[109]
Ti3C2Tx/KTO
used as lubricant additives.
behavior of the other 2D nanomaterials. Considering the
Recently, by the use of single- to few-layer
early stage of tribological research on MXenes, it can be
Ti3C2Tx flakes (delaminated MXenes) as additives in
envisioned that MXenes can induce even more beneficial
water, an improved friction and wear performance
effects thus making them the next-generation solid
compared to multi-layer powder was reported. The
lubricant systems.
maximum friction and wear rate reduction for Ti3C2Tx
Atomic and friction force microscopy studies
flakes and multi-layer powder were measured to be 34 and
using multilayer powder as well as single- to few-layer
45 % as well as 10% and 5%, respectively. The larger
MXene have demonstrated their overall ability to reduce
increase for the single- to few-layer flakes were attributed
friction at the nano-scale.[119, 120] Ti3C2Tx MXenes etched
to the ability to form MXene-rich self-lubricating tribovia different routes (HF, HCl-LiF, and TMAOH
films.[113] These values show the promise of single-flake
delamination) demonstrated notable differences regarding
MXene as a lubricant and possibly by the use of higher
their pull-off and slide-off forces as well as contact angles
quality, larger flakes, and more stable Ti3C2Tx MXene,[114]
and work of adhesion, which were connected to the
it can lead to further reduction in wear. As can be seen in
changes in their surface terminations.[120] Very recently,
Figure 4d, MXenes induce COFs between 0.06 and 0.1,
Nb2CTx MXenes have shown lower frictional and
but cannot yet reach the performance of other 2D
adhesive forces compared to Ti3C2Tx, which was
nanomaterials in terms of absolute COF and factor of
connected to their different molecular structure thus
relative improvement. In this regard, the rationale
inducing differences in the surface dipole moment
manipulation of the surface chemistry may be an
densities.[121]
appropriate way to enhance their dispersion’s stability
MXenes have been used as reinforcement phase
thus further improving their performance as lubricant
in polymer composites to improve their mechanical and
additives.
tribological properties.[122-126] Epoxy [123-126] and ultra-high
Solid lubricant coatings of MXenes have been
molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) [122] have
deposited on various substrates by spray-coating or dropbeen reinforced by either multi-layer powder,[122, 123] fewcasting and evaluated for their ability to reduce friction
layer [124], chemically functionalized few-layer MXenes
[126]
and wear. For contact pressures of about 0.57 GPa, 200or MXene/graphene [124] and MXene/carbon
nm-thick Ti3C2Tx MXene coatings on copper reduced the
nanofiber hybrids.[125] The addition of MXenes slightly
COF and wear rate by a factor of 4 and 10, respectively.
enhanced the mechanical properties (e. g., hardness,
This was explained by the formation of carbonaceous
impact and flexure strength), thus inducing a 3-fold
tribo-films as verified by Raman spectroscopy, which
friction reduction in epoxy composites containing 2 wt.%
underwent sliding-induced graphitization thus ensuring
Ti3C2Tx MXene.[123] Epoxy composites reinforced by
[115]
beneficial friction and wear properties over time.
amino-functionalized few-layer Ti3C2Tx MXene
Drop-casted MXene coatings on stainless steel
demonstrated ~ 35 % lower friction and 72 % reduced
demonstrated a similar 3.5-fold friction reduction and
wear rate. This was ascribed to the improved dispersion
pronounced changes in the underlying wear mechanisms
and compatibility of the functionalized MXenes in the
under very dry conditions (relative humidity of 4 %).[116]
organic matrix, thus increasing the storage modulus and
Recently, the friction and wear response of drop-casted
interfacial strength as well as reducing plastic
MXene coatings was studied as a function of relative
deformation and microcracking.[126] This study ultimately
[117]
humidity and contact pressure.
For high contact
demonstrated the potential of the MXenes’ chemical
pressures of 0.80 GPa and low relative humidity of 20 %,
functionalization to further boost their mechanical and
MXene coatings induced a 2.3-fold friction reduction and
tribological
performance.
Besides
chemical
a 2.7-fold wear volume reduction due to the formation of
functionalization,
3D
Ti3C2Tx-epoxy
composite
self-lubricating tribo-films of compacted MXenes.
architectures (1 wt.% Ti3C2Tx) fabricated by liquid phase
blending and freeze dying demonstrated a 4-fold friction
Inspired by these encouraging results, 3-µm-thick dropand 3-fold wear reduction (wear volume and rate) due to
casted MXene coatings were tested in higher loaded thrust
an improved interfacial strength and nano-sheets’
ball bearings under applied axial loads of 130 N, a contact
alignment.[125] Finally, the usage of nano-hybrids as
pressure of 0.8 GPa and 1000 RPM. A 3.2-fold reduction
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reinforcement phase in composites, such as epoxy
their excellent friction and outstanding wear performance.
reinforced by graphene-wrapped few-layer MXenes,
However, direct characterization to confirm the tribo-film
induced a friction and wear rate reduction of 10 and 89 %,
formation is lacking. Recently, Yin et al. used highrespectively, which were better than the individual
resolution TEM on MXene hybrid coatings to confirm the
Ti3C2Tx MXene or graphene (wear reduction by 52 and 69
existence of nanostructured MXene-rich tribo-films.[7, 130]
%, respectively). This synergetic effect was attributed to
Understanding of energy-dissipating friction and wear
the formation of self-lubrication tribo-films induced by
mechanisms of MXenes via high-resolution chemical,
both
nanomaterials.[124]
Although
a
detailed
structural, and morphological characterization of the
characterization of the formed tribo-film was not
tribological interface and formed tribo-films is essential
presented, this study unambiguously underlined the
for the long-term low-friction and low-wear performance.
outstanding potential of MXene hybrids to improve
Due to local high temperatures and high contact
friction and wear.
pressures acting in a tribological contact the detailed
Copper [127] and aluminum composites [128, 129]
study of the chemical and structural evolution of
have been reinforced by either multi-layer powder [128] or
tribologically-stressed MXenes is essential to fully
few-layer
delaminated
MXene
flakes.[127, 129]
elucidate the underlying mechanisms. MXenes can
Copper/MXene composite coatings reduced the COF and
degrade structurally (increased defect density, sheets
wear rate by a factor of 2 and 19, respectively, compare
bending/breakage, reduced lateral sheets size, among
to pure copper,[127] while aluminum reinforced by multiothers) or chemically (oxidation, changed surface
layer MXene powder demonstrated a 2.5-fold friction
terminations, among others), which may certainly affect
reduction compare to pure aluminum.[128] These effects
the tribo-film formation. Furthermore, the influence of
were speculated to arise from the formation of selftribo-chemical reactions with the involved counter-bodies
lubricating MXene-rich tribo-film, which created an easyand the environment (oxygen and water), which may lead
to-shear interface and helped to reduce direct metal-metal
to the preferred formation of certain oxide species
contact.[127] Figure 4f underlines the excellent tribological
depending on the acting temperature and pressure, need
performance of MXenes when used as reinforcement
to be studied in detail. Consequently, well-designed
phase in polymeric and metallic composites with COFs of
tribological experiments coupled with advanced materials
about 0.25 and wear rates on the order of 10-6 mm3/Nm.
characterization are required to understand the
Further improvements of the adhesion between the
contribution of these individual aspects (chemical and
nanosheets and the matrix may lead to even more
structural degradation as well as tribo-chemical reactions)
beneficial results.
on the tribo-film formation as well as the resulting
MXenes’ potential to improve friction and wear
macroscopic friction and wear performance.
was recently demonstrated as hybrid coatings, such as
In studies involving MXenes as lubricant
MXene/nanodiamond
and
MXene/nanodiamond
additives, only ball-on-disk tribometry has been utilized
quantum dot hybrids, for solid lubrication.[7, 130] When
to assess their tribological performance in additive-free
rubbed against PTFE under low contact pressures, a
base oils. As friction and wear are system-dependent
higher wear resistance and reduced COFs for
properties, a simple change of the test-rig (pin-on-disk,
MXene/nanodiamond hybrids were demonstrated (Figure
four-ball tester, etc.) modifies the contact conditions,
4g). This hybrid led to an improvement in COFs by 46 %
which could possibly induce more beneficial tribological
and 30 % compared to pure Ti3C2Tx and nanodiamond
effects. All studies published to date, made use of
[7]
coatings, respectively.
The study confirmed the
ultrasonication to mix MXenes with additive-free base
formation of a nano-structured MXene-rich tribo-film by
oils. The MXene dispersion’s stability and agglomerates’
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
sizes, which both tend to change with time and MXenes’
(Figure 4h). The MXenes’ ability to form long-lasting,
concentration, are crucial parameters to ensure beneficial
wear-resistant tribo-films coupled with their enhanced
tribological properties under lubricated conditions, but
interlayer bonding characteristics verifies MXenes’
remained often unexplored in currently published studies.
superior wear performance compared to other 2D
The MXenes’ hydrophilic nature due to their surface
nanomaterials. This can help to overcome important
terminations downgrades their dispersion’s stability in
drawbacks of graphene and its derivates, which easily
apolar base oils. Therefore, one can use existing
wear off once the first signs of wear have started to
functional groups (-O2, -(OH)2, -F2 and Cl2) as anchoring
occur.[106]
points for hydrophobic molecules (e.g., longer hydroIrrespective of the MXenes’ usage as lubricant
carbon chains) to gradually manipulate their
additive, reinforcement phase in composites or solid
hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties. This, in turn,
lubricant, many studies speculated that the formation of
significantly improve the dispersion’s stability in
self-lubricating MXene-rich tribo-films is responsible for
hydrophobic liquids and reduce the likelihood of MXenes
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to agglomerate thus boosting the resulting frictional
HF/HCl etching of MXene can be used to control the
performance.
amount of HF necessary for the exfoliation process,
Considering
solid
lubrication
coatings,
which has shown to result in a lower defect density [132, 134]
deposition strategies to ensure uniform and homogeneous
and improved electrical properties.[132] Non-aqueous
MXene coatings with optimized interfacial properties are
etching of MXene results in solvents other than water, for
yet to be developed. Chemically functionalized MXenes
which long-term storage of MXene in water has shown an
can be an excellent way to improve the substrate/coating
overall decrease in electrical properties due to oxidation
adhesion, which could further boost the tribological
of MXene sheets.[135] Recent advances in the capping of
performance of hybrids due to stronger surface
MXene edges with poly-anionic salts have shown
interactions, as well as bonding possibilities with other
promise to prevent the oxidation of MXene flakes in
2D nanomaterials. Furthermore, additional work to assess
aqueous solutions.[136] In addition, the use of excess Al in
the nano-tribological properties, such as frictional layer
the synthesis of Ti3AlC2 showed an improved oxidation
dependency, should be done using single-, bi-, few- and
stability of the resulting MXenes[114] These methods to
multi-layer MXenes as a function of surface terminations.
reduce atomic defects or detrimental oxide formation in
These studies would ultimately assist in the clarification
MXenes permit the use of more pristine MXene sheets, as
of the underlying energy-dissipating friction and wear
shown in (Figure 5d). Moreover, recent advances in
mechanisms of MXenes at the nanoscale (puckering,
molten salt etching provide new ways of etching A-group
electron-phonon interaction, among others). Additionally,
elements such as Si, Zn, and Ga,[53] which can open up
nano-tribological studies need to consider the overall
doors to new transition metal compositions and structures
MXenes’ quality, such as a correlation between the defect
of MXenes, which have not been synthesizable with Al
situation (type and density of defect) with friction and
(Figure 5e). Similarly, molten salt treatments of MXenes
wear. As well, AFM and FFM measurements (sheet-onhave induced either uniform or removed surface
sheet) should be conducted to study the interlayer friction
functionalities as well as have expanded the available
thus verifying DFT and MD predictions.
termination chemistries (Figure 5f).[55]
In
MXene
reinforced
composites,
These advances illustrate MXenes’ evercharacterization of MXene matrix interface (chemistry,
expanding potential as designable and tunable materials
structure and morphology) by the use of high-resolution
towards desired mechanical or tribological properties.
characterization techniques are needed, which is essential
The use of non-Al A-group elements in MAX phase
for the design of enhanced MXene/matrix interfacial
synthesis could permit the formation of MXenes with a
strengths. In general, weak interfaces in composites is
controllable 2D thickness in ranges of n = 1 to 4. The
often considered as the “bottleneck” in composites, as it
ability to control MXene thickness could be used to either
can lower the mechanical and tribological performances.
increase the reactivity of the transition metals of MXenes
Additionally, more research should be dedicated to the
for beneficial oxide formation at lower thicknesses (n = 1,
homogeneous MXenes distribution in the matrices with
2) or to reduce the impact of the surface transition metal
correlation to its effects on friction and wear. Ceramic
effect (Figure 3d) on the stiffness of MXenes for the
matrix composites reinforced by MXenes are yet to be
mechanical performance for higher flake thicknesses of n
explored for tribological exploration, and are expected to
= 3, 4 (Figure 5g). The possible variations in the 2D flake
be another potential field of application due to the
thickness, such as M2XTx to M5X4Tx, gives MXenes a
inherent wear resistance of ceramics.
unique advantage over other 2D materials as this permits
study of primary bonds effects in structures with two to
five layers of transition metals, interleaved with carbon or
4. Recent Advances, Outlook, and Conclusion
nitrogen atoms, on the mechanical properties.
The recent advances in the last few years on the
The available methods of tuning of the
synthesis and post-synthesis processes of MXenes can
mechanical
stiffness of MXenes is also expanded by new
open up further opportunities for research into their
available
compositions
in transition metals and surface
mechanical and tribological properties. Figure 5 displays
terminations (Figure 5h). There is currently significant
the effects of new synthesis routes on the fundamental
room for exploration of the mechanical properties of
chemistry and composition of MXenes, which can
MXenes between the different transition metals and C/N
provide new methods to tune the resulting mechanical and
compositions, the structures of Mn+1XnTx (n = 1, 2, 3, 4),
tribological properties of MXenes for desired behavior.
and the use of ordered and solid solution double transition
Figure 5a-c show examples of these newer synthesis
metal MXenes. The existent theoretical and experimental
methods, such as a combination of an aqueous HF and
[131, 132]
studies on MXenes illustrate comparable behavior to
HCl (HF/HCl) wet-chemical etchant (Figure 5a),
well-explored binary transition metal carbides/nitrides,
non-aqueous wet chemical etching process using NH4HF2
which allows for insight into the performance of different
(Figure 5b),[133] and molten salt etching (Figure 5c).[53, 55]
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Figure 5. Recent advances in the synthesis routes of MXenes have expanded the tunability of the chemistry of MXenes towards improved mechanical and
tribological applications. (a-c) Schematic of MXene synthesis routes, such as (a) mixed acids HF/HCl, (b) non-aqueous etching solutions, and (c) molten salt
etching with some of their reactants and products shown. (d-f) Effect of these synthesis routes of MXene chemistry and defects, where these methods can
be used to result in MXene flakes with (d) a lower defect density or (e) expand possible M or (f) Tx compositions. (g-i) The expansion in chemistries and
compositions (g) provides new opportunities to design MXenes for (h) mechanical or (i) tribological purposes.

M-X compositions, the effect of M-X non-stoichiometry,
the consequence of M and X vacancies, and the impact of
surface terminations. We believe that fundamental
understanding of MXenes mechanical behavior will allow
tunable mechanical properties for a wide array of future
applications, which is not seen in any other 2D
nanomaterial. Additionally, as the mechanical properties
of MXene lends considerable influence into the
tribological properties of MXene, we believe the
mechanical behavior tunability of MXenes will create
considerable control over their tribological potential.
To date, the tribology studies on MXenes have
mainly explored Ti-based MXenes (mainly Ti3C2Tx).
MXenes’ structural diversity and large compositional
space lends possibilities for limitless research endeavors
toward optimization of MXene for frictional and wear
behavior. The recent advances in MXene synthesis
provide new compositional options in transition metals
and surface terminations could result in stronger MXenes
for higher frictional durability and lower inter-layer
sliding forces, respectively (Figure 5i). In addition, the
ability to chemically functionalize MXenes, based upon
their surface terminations, considerably enhance their
dispersion’s stability (additives) as well as adhesional and
interfacial strengths (solid lubricants and composites).
This will contribute to lower COFs and wear rates thus
notably extending service life intervals and, therefore, the
system’s energy efficiency. MXene-based tribo-systems
can potentially outperform graphene and its derivatives
due to the formation of ultra-wear-resistant tribo-films. In
order to make this promising and encouraging start a real
success story, we emphasize that more fundamental

research is necessary to explore the underlying friction
and wear mechanisms.
In addition, MXenes variety of synthesis routes
offer an exciting level of compositional control that is not
seen in any other nanomaterial, which provides a
fascinating new avenue for fundamental study of the
mechanical and tribological behavior of 2D materials.
Traditionally, the impact of local bonding and
composition on the mechanical and tribological properties
of materials is limited by the available methods of bottomup synthesis. The ability to form 2D flakes of transition
metal carbides and nitrides in a wide array of transition
metal, C/N, and surface termination compositions via topdown synthesis methods permits comparative studies on
the underlying principles of chemical bonding, atomic
structures, and synthesis methods on the mechanical and
tribological performance of transition metal carbide and
nitride materials. Breakthroughs in the understanding of
these principles can open the door toward atomic level
engineering of MXenes for structural and low-friction
bulk applications in films, hybrid, or composite materials.
In conclusion, MXenes have the highest stiffness
among the solution-processed 2D materials. Additionally,
the wide variety of compositions and MXene forms lends
considerable possibilities for the mechanical and
tribological behavior of MXenes. The entire current array
of applications of MXene, which range from energy
storage to biology, require fundamental understanding of
the mechanical and tribological properties to fully
identify their behavior. The recent movement toward
large-scale synthesis of MXene further highlights the
need for rapid acceleration of the fundamental
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understanding of these crucial properties. In addition, the
ability to use MXenes in different applications as thinfilms, composite additives, or in liquid lubricants allows
MXenes to function in many new applications, such as
solution processable structural composites or triboelectric
energy generators. The future applications for MXene is
ever-expanding and potentially world changing, and we
believe that the true realization of the potential of the
entire MXene family requires the fundamental research of
these necessary properties.
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